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Abstract 
We define the concept of higher-order differential operators on a general noncommutative, 
nonassociative superalgebra &‘, and show that a vertex operator superalgebra (VOSA) has plenty 
of them, namely modes of vertex operators. A linear operator A is a differential operator of or- 
der 5 r if an inductively defined (Y + 1 )-linear form @L”’ with values in d is identically zero. 
These forms resemble the multilinear string products of Zwiebach. When & is a “classical” 
(i.e. supercommutative, associative) algebra, and A is an odd, square zero, second order differ- 
ential operator on &‘, @$ defines a “Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra” structure on d. Now that a 
second order differential operator makes sense, we generalize this notion to any superalgebra 
with such an operator, and show that all properties of the classical BV bracket but one con- 
tinue to hold &‘on the nose”. As special cases, we provide several examples of classical BV 
algebras, vertex operator BV algebras, and differential BV algebras. We also point out 
connections to Leibniz algebras and the noncommutative homology theory of Loday. Taking the 
generalization process one step further, we remove all conditions on the odd operator A to 
examine the changes in the basic properties of the bracket. We see that a topological chiral 
algebra with a mild restriction yields a classical BV algebra in the cohomology. Finally, we 
investigate the quantum BV master equation for (i) classical BV algebras, (ii) vertex operator 
BV algebras, and (iii) generalized BV algebras, relating it to deformations of differential graded 
algebras. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 17 
1. Introduction 
The algebra of Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) quantization [6, 71 has been studied from 
several viewpoints. In its most abstract form, a BV algebra is a supercommutative 
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associative algebra d with an odd, square zero, second order differential operator A. 
From these axioms follows the existence of an odd Lie bracket { , } measuring the 
failure of A to be a derivation. The definition depends very much on the notion of a 
second-order differential operator, which seems to have been defined so far for opera- 
tors on supercommutative, associative algebras only. In particular Koszul [28] proposes 
a definition of higher-order differential operators on such an algebra & in terms of the 
vanishing of r-linear forms @> with values in &, which is not applicable to other types 
of algebras. At this point we should make the meanings of “super” and “odd” very 
clear. A superalgebra & is simply an algebra which has an integer grading preserved 
by the multiplication, and which is also expected to have identities differing from some 
ordinary version by certain powers of - 1, wherever the product of two homogeneous 
elements is written in two different ways. For example, a supercommutative (a.k.a. 
graded-commutative) algebra is a superalgebra where the identity ab - (- 1)1’11*1ba = 0 
is satisfied for all homogeneous elements a, b. An odd operator A on d is an operator 
which shifts the grading by an odd integer 1 Al ( mostly there is an implicit assumption 
of homogeneity). One may assume this odd integer is f 1 in a computation where 
it only appears as a power (of -l), as is the case with most of this article. A is 
called a superderivation (or simply a derivation) of & if it satisfies the usual product 
rule with modifications; i.e. if A(ab) = A(a)b + (-l)l”~~dluA(b) for every homo- 
geneous a. 
Examples of BV algebras (which we may now call classical) have been floating 
around: The homology complex (Ag, a) of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g is one. 
Another geometric example involves the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on the contra- 
variant antisymmetric tensor fields on a finite-dimensional manifold [28]. Lian and 
Zuckerman showed in [32] that the cohomology of a BRST complex with the Wick 
product is a BV algebra, where the BV operator is the weight zero mode of the anti- 
ghost vertex operator b(z) (also see the follow-up by Penkava and Schwarz [41]). In 
a related construction Bouwknegt and Pilch (in collaboration with McCarthy) showed 
that a certain semi-infinite (BRST) cohomology of the %“s algebra has a BV structure, 
with the “same” BV operator [8]. Most of these examples are subspaces or subquo- 
tients of richer structures, some of which are vertex operator superalgebras (VOSA) or 
close relatives. Lian and Zuckerman study in [32] several properties of the BV bracket 
which hold “off-shell”, i.e. on the cochain complex itself, which is a VOSA. One of 
our goals is to isolate - with a lot of hindsight - the most general properties of a BV 
bracket and elucidate the algebra implicit in [32]. 
Some of the problems to be overcome in a broader definition of a BV algebra are 
the following: The new definition must involve an unambiguous notion of a second- 
order differential operator for the most general types of algebras. The corresponding BV 
bracket should retain most of its desirable properties. There should be abundant natural 
examples among VOSA’s, and every major existing example should be a subquotient 
of one. And finally, these “higher brackets” had better have some geometric or physical 
significance. Our treatment will fulfill most of these criteria. 
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In Section 2.1 we propose a definition of higher-order diferential operators on a 
superalgebra, which need not be supercommutative or associative. A linear operator A 
on & is an rth order differential operator if and only if a (recursively) well-defined 
(r + 1)-linear form @>+‘(a,,... , a,+1 ) is identically zero. The definition agrees with 
Koszul’s for classical algebras. Section 2.2 has the important result (Theorem 2.2) that 
the modes ~0, ~1, ~2, . . . of a vertex operator u(z) = C 24,~~“-l are respectively first-, 
second-, third-, . . . order differential operators on the VOSA with respect to the Wick 
product, so that any odd element u of a VOSA with a square zero mode u1 provides 
us with a BV operator! 
Section 3.1 contains the definition of classical Gerstenhaber and BV algebras, and 
in Section 3.2, we look at examples of classical BV algebras (classical Lie algebra 
cohomology and homology complexes with coefficients in a commutative associative 
algebra, more of the above with multiplication and substitution operators as BV ope- 
rators, the Weil algebra, the cohomology of a topological chiral algebra, and skew 
multivector fields with the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket), supplying simple proofs that 
the operators under consideration are second-order differential operators. Section 3.2.1 
provides an answer to Exercise 10 in [35]. 
We give the definition of a generalized BV algebra (GBVA) and its bracket (namely, 
an algebra & with an odd, square zero, second order differential operator A and 
{a, b} = (- 1)1”1@;(a, b)) in Section 4.1. A GBVA is possibly the most prominent 
nontrivial example of a “Leibniz algebra”, which is the main ingredient of the non- 
commutative homology theory of Loday [30]. (A Leibniz algebra is a generalized Lie 
algebra where the superderivation (Leibniz) property of the bracket holds, but skew- 
symmetry need not.) We define a vertex operator BV algebra ( VOBVA) to be a 
GBVA where ra2 is a VOSA with the Wick product and A is some ~1. Since many 
known examples of BV algebras can be obtained as the cohomology of a general- 
ized BV algebra, we define a difSerentia1 BV algebra (DBVA) as a GBVA which 
exhibits an additional odd, square zero operator D and a diagonalizable operator L 
such that DA + AD = L (L = 0 or L = LO of Vir most of the time), with the condition 
that the cohomology of D is also a GBVA. This latter may seem superfluous, but D 
need not always be a derivation and hence its cohomology need not be of the form 
a subalgebra modulo an ideal. We show that all properties of the BV bracket survive 
these definitions, with the exception of skew-symmetry, which is modified (Proposi- 
tion 4.8). The extra term (- 1)1”1&(a, b) associated with the skew-symmetric product 
[a, b] = ab - (-l)lallblba vanishes if .& is supercommutative. Next, we remove all 
restrictions on A as well and observe that the identities in Proposition 4.8 are modified 
by certain cP2 and Qi3 terms, all of which vanish when d is supercommutative, but not 
necessarily associative, and A is square zero and of order two (Proposition 4.13). In 
Section 4.2 we explore two representatives of VOBVA’s, one of which is the vertex 
operator Weil algebra (VO WA) with a huge number of BV operators. The second 
part is a short reminder of the properties of the well-known BRST complex, or more 
generally, of a topological chiral algebra (TCA). Proposition 4.14 asserts that a TCA 
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where the field d(z) (definition in Section 4.2.2) is primary collapses to a classical 
BV algebra as Gi becomes zero in the Q-cohomology. 
Section 5.1 deals with the quantum BV master equation for classical BV algebras. 
We show why d(exp(i W)) = 0 follows from {W, W} = 2itLd(W). In Section 5.2 we 
investigate the same equation for VOBVA’s, and finally in Section 5.3, we discuss 
the meaning of the master equation for GBVA’s (keeping the conditions on d intact), 
as related to the deformation theory of differential graded algebras. A solution of this 
equation is interpreted as a deformation of the square zero, second-order operator A 
where all identities are preserved. 
We do not give the full definition, nor all the properties, of vertex operator superal- 
gebras, as there are very good (and increasingly accessible) accounts in literature. Apart 
from the classics [9, 13, 141, and comprehensive reviews like [15], we recommend the 
sequence [33-351 which stresses similarities with supercommutative associative algebras 
and builds up the theory from scratch. It suffices at the moment to say that a VOSA 
is a Z-bigraded vector space I’ (one La and one super grading) where each element u 
is represented uniquely (and linearly) by a “vertex operator” u(z) = C U,Z-“-I, with 
U, E End(V). There is an action of the Virasoro algebra by L(z) = CL,Z-“-~; the 
eigenvalues of LO are bounded from below, and L-1 acts as formal differentiation. The 
vacuum element 1 is represented by 1 . z” and is the identity element with respect to 
the multiplication u x-i u = u-iv (the Wick product). If the usual Cauchy-Jacobi 
identity involving the relations of modes U, becomes too oppressive, one may visualize 
the alternative hidden in [9], which says that for any u, u in the VOSA there exists a 
sufficiently large positive integer t such that 
[U(Zl ), a(z2)1(z1 - z2Y = 0 
as formal power series. We will frequently make use of the identities (see e.g. [14, 
151) 
(WJh = Cc-r)’ ( > 7 (&!,_iV~+j - (-l)m+‘u”“‘U,+n-iUj) i20 
and 
[Urn,%1 = c 
( > 
7 (Uiu)m+n-i 
i>O 
form,nEZ((y) ’ g is iven by m(m-l)..e(m-i+l)/i! if i 2 1, and 1 if i = 0). Note 
that a VOSA is not thought of as a super-Virasoro module, as the name sometimes 
implies in the mathematical physics literature. 
We should also mention operadic constructions of BV algebras (such as [19, 231). 
Recently (while this work was in progress) Kimura, Stasheff, and Voronov proposed 
an abstract partial solution to the problem of lifting the BV algebra structure in [32] to 
the cochain complex, by introducing “filtered topological gravity” whose state space is 
a “commutative homotopy algebra”, and stating that such algebras can be obtained as 
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algebras over a certain operad, with some vanishing condition (Theorem. 0.1 of [26]). 
We will not study this aspect of BV algebras at all, but point out that there is an 
obvious way of writing a linear operad whose algebras are exactly the generalized BV 
algebras as defined in our paper. Finding a topological operad whose cohomology is 
this linear operad is another matter. 
2. Higher-order differential operators 
2.1. Dejinitions 
There is a notion of “higher-order differential operators” for (super) commutative, 
associative algebras, which is consistent with the idea of composites of partial deriva- 
tives on an algebra of functions. Let d = ej& be any superalgebra, not necessarily 
supercommutative or associative. A linear map A : d --t d is said to be homogeneous 
of (super)degree k, written 1 Al = k, if A : d-j -+ djfk for all j E Z. The map A is 
also said to be a jirst-order dt@rential operator (or derivation) on d if 
A(ab) = A(a)b + (-l)l”iidiaA(b). (3) 
A second-order difSerentia1 operator is a map A such that the bracket operator { a, } 
defined by 
{a,b} = A(ab) - A(a)b - (-l)‘“lIdlaA(b) (4) 
is a derivation for every homogeneous a. (The bracket measures the deviation of A 
from being a derivation.) Koszul defines in [28] linear maps (equivalently, r-linear 
forms) 
@L : d@“+d (Y> 1) 
for every linear operator A on a supercommutative associative algebra & by 
@>(4,..., a,) = m o (A @ idd))X(al ~3.. . @ a,) 
where m(a ~3 b) = ab is the multiplication map, and 
X(al C3 . . . C3 a,) = (al @ 1 - 1 ~3 al ). . . (a, @3 1 - 1 C3 a,), 
the right-hand side being a product in the supercommutative algebra .JZI @ d. Then 
&(a) = A(a) - A(l 
@$(a,b) = A(d) - A(a)b - (-l)‘“‘IblA(b)a + A(l)ab, 
&(a, b,c) = A(abc) - A(ab)c - (- l)lal(lbl+lcl)A(bc)a 
-(-l)Icl(lal’lbl)A(,a)~ + A(a)bc + (-l)~“~(~b~‘~c~)A(b)~a 
+( - l)Icl(lal+lbl)A(c)ab - A( 1)abc 
(5) 
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and a map A (of degree k) is said to be a difSerentia1 operator on d of order I r 
(written A E 9:) iff @>” is identically zero. The subspaces G2$ of &n(d) satisfy 
(i) 9; C 9; C.. . C F@ C &i+, C + . . 
(ii) 52$@ C @T,k (6) 
(iii) [& 9:] C C2$~_, . 
Remark 2.1. We will consider only differential operators which are “graded”, i.e. 
which are finite linear combinations of elements of the 9;. 
Koszul asserts that every CD;+” can be written in terms of @>, such as 
&(a,b,c) = @;(a,bc) - @:(a,b)c - (-I)~6~/cJ@~(a,c)b, 
so that property (i) above is trivial (no other inductive formula is given). 
In order to generalize the notion to a noncommutative, nonassociative superalgebra 
JXZ (e.g. a VOSA) this last formula must be studied. A good inductive definition of 
@L should involve only one multiplication at a time, and no arbitrary change of order 
of arguments. We propose a new recursive definition: 1 
@i(a) = A(a), 
&(a,b) = &(ab) - @fi(a)b - (-l)~“~~d~a@fl(b), 
&(a, b,c) = &(a, bc) - @;(a, b)c - (-l)lbl(lol’ldl)b~~(a,c), (7) 
flA+‘(al 2..-,%+1) = %(a1 ,...,a,a,+l) - @>(al,...,a,)a,+l 
-(_~)l~~l~lQ~I+...+l~~-lI+l~l~a~~~(a,, . . . $_,, ar+l) 
which fits the bill. The extra powers of (- 1) come from the rearrangement of the 
symbols A, al, . . . . a,+]. Note that each @:+‘(a1 , . . . ,a,+]) gives the deviation of 
@>(ai,. . . , a,_l,) (which we can interpret as a higher bracket; see [26, 29, 501 on 
“strongly homotopy Lie algebras”, “multilinear string products”, and related notions) 
from being a derivation, where the order in the definition of the product rule is 
fixed by (3). Then carefully keeping track of the order of multiplication and of the 
’ Prof. Koszol commented in a private communication that there is an older recursive definition due to 
Grothendieck [22]: a linear operator A : d + d is of order 2 r if and only if the (super)commutator 
[A,m,] is of order 5 r - 1 for all a E &, where m, is left multiplication by a, and operators of order 
5 -1 are zero. This definition is different from mine and does not work for VOSA’s. 
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arguments ai, we see that 
(8) 
leads to the correct (or plausible, unambiguous, . . . ) definition of higher order differential 
operators in a general algebra &. If J&’ happens to have an identity (such as a VOSA 
and its vacuum element, which is the identity with respect to the Wick product), one 
may wish to replace the first line in (7) by 
@i(u) = A(u) - A( 1)u (9) 
and rewrite (8) accordingly. In the polynomial algebra C[x], for example, multiplica- 
tion by a polynomial p(x) would be a differential operator of order zero, and would 
annihilate all forms. The first-order differential operators would be of the form p(x)d/dx 
and annihilate all except possibly the first form, etc. 
Definitions (5) and (7H9) have been checked to agree up to and including @i 
for classical algebras, and it should not be too difficult to give a general proof of 
equivalence in this special case. The following familiar formula for Q$ clearly shows 
the best way to write any expression @> in a classical algebra. We apply the operator 
A to k entries out of r (1 2 k 5 r) in every possible way (up to order) and multiply 
each of these expressions with the remaining r - k entries. We then add up all terms, 
modifying each by (-1 )rmk and by the sign of the permutation of the symbols A, a, 
b, c, . . . under consideration: 
@;(u, b, c,d) = A(ubcd) 
-(-l)‘d”duA(bcd) _ (_l)‘b’(‘d+‘d’)bA(ucd) 
_(_l)‘c’(‘a’+‘6’+‘d’)cA(ubd) _ A(ubc)d 
+(-l)‘d’(‘a’+‘b’)ubA(cd) + (-1)‘4”a’uA(bc)d 
+(_l)‘b’(‘a’+‘~‘)bA(uc)d + (_l)tc’(‘d’+‘b’)+‘d”o-‘ucA(bd) 
+(-l)(“‘+‘c’)(‘d’+‘a’)bcA(ud) + A(ub)cd 
-A(u)bcd - (-1) ‘d”a’uA(b)cd 
_(_l)‘d’(“d+‘b’)ubA(c)~ _ (_l)‘d’(‘a’+‘b’+tc’)ub,A(~). 
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2.2. Higher-order difSerentia1 operators on VOSA’s 
We will show that in a vertex operator superalgebra, the modes UO,U~,U~, . . . of any 
vertex operator 
U(Z) = c 24,z-“-1, (10) 
IV2 
namely the coefficients of z-l, zm2, zF3, . . . . are differential operators on the VOSA 
of orders 5 1, 2, 3,... respectively (they annihilate the vacuum). Meanwhile all the 
other coefficients are “left multiplications”, i.e. they annihilate the modified expres- 
sion (9). 
For vertex operators written in the standard form (lo), the infinitely many multipli- 
cations 
a x, b = a,b = a,b_ll 
are given by 
a x, b = Res,z”a(z)b, 
(11) 
and x _ 1 is the “normal ordered product”, a.k.a. the “Wick product”. It is well known 
that a residue, us, is a derivation of the VOSA with respect to all products x,: 
uo(a,b) = (uoa),b + (-l)I”llalan(uob) 
(compute [uo,a,] from (2) and apply to b). Then 
@&(a, b) E 0 
with respect to all x,, n E Z, that is, us E 91. However at this point we restrict 
the definition of a differential operator to the case of the Wick product, since the 
other modes are not as well-behaved as the residue. Let ab denote a x-1 b from now 
on. 
Theorem 2.2. In a VOSA V, the modes u, of a vertex operator (10) for n 2 0 are 
higher-order difSerentia1 operators on V, namely, 
or equivalently, 
@“u,” =0 for n 1 0. 
The remaining modes are left multiplications, that is, 
$EO Vn<-1, k>l. 
Remark 2.3. Note that condition (i) of (6) is automatically satisfied. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. For r 2 1, assume ~0,. . . , ur_ 1 have been shown to be in 
31,. . , CBa, respectively for all u. We start with 
@A,(a) = u,a (definition), 
so that 
@+(u,b) = U,(U_lb) - (U,U)_lb - (-l)‘U”=‘u_r(Urb) 
= -(r&u)-lb + [u,,u-l]b 
= -(u,~)_~b + 2 1 (ug~),_~_~b (from (2)) 
i=O 0 
= -(ha)-lb + 2 (r I J (uia)(r-i)-lb 
i=O 
= -(u,u)_,b + 2 1 (u,_ia)i_rb (replacing i by Y - i) 
i=O 0 
(12) 
where the subscripts of the operators applied to b range from 0 to r - 1, and by the 
induction step they lie in $31 , . . . ,CSr, or simply in Sr. Hence 
@;,(u, b) = A(b) = @i(b) 
for some A E S’,., keeping a fixed (read A from (12)). Now by an independent and 
easy induction we can show that 
@tr(uI,. . .,uk) = @~-‘(a~,. . .,uk) for k 2 2 
and in particular 
q2(ul,. . . ,ur+2) = q+‘(u2,. . . ,ur+2) !E 0, 
(al = a, fixed) as A E ~2~. Finally, the statement on left multiplications follows from 
@;,(a) = u,u - (U,l)_lU 
= u,u - 0 : ~,a=0 (from(l)) 
and the last remark. 0 
Remark 2.4. Compositions and brackets of modes satisfy properties similar to (ii) and 
(iii) in (6). 
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3. Classical Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras 
3.1. Dejinitions and properties 
A Gerstenhaber algebra [ 17, 161 is a supercommutative, associative algebra 
equipped with an odd bracket { , } satisfying 
{a, b} = _(_ l)(lal+l)@‘l+l){b, a} 
(skew-symmetry in the associated, shifted-graded super Lie algebrad= @j&j+‘), and 
{a,{b,c}} = {{a,b},c} +(-l)~‘a’~‘~~‘b’~l~{b,{a,c}} 
(the Leibniz rule, or superderivation property, ind), as well as the superderivation 
(Poisson) rule with respect to the multiplication in &‘: 
{a, bc} = {a, b}c + (-l)(l’l+‘)lblb{a,c}. (13) 
This last condition implies that bracketing with a homogeneous element a is a su- 
perderivation on d which changes the grading by Ial plus an odd integer. 
A Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra, or BV algebra, is a Gerstenhaber algebra where the 
bracket { , } is obtained from an odd, square zero, second order differential operator 
A (usually of superdegree fl): 
{a b} = (-l)lal@$(a,b) 2 
= (-l)l’lA(ab) - (-l)l’lA(a)b - aA 
([6, 7, 19, 28, 32, 411). We will show in Section 4.1 that the identities above are 
modified by some @ and B3 terms when {a, b} is defined via (14) for any superalgebra 
~2 and an odd operator A with no restrictions. 
3.2. Classical examples 
We will look at 
(i) (a @ Ag’,d): The classical Lie algebra cohomology complex for a finite dimen- 
sional Lie algebra g, and a commutative algebra a on which g acts by derivations; 
(ii) (a 8 Ag, i3): The classical Lie algebra homology complex for g, a as above; 
(iii) Multiplication and substitution operators in (i) and (ii); 
(iv) Sg’ @ Ag’: The Weil algebra on g with several differentials; 
(v) The cohomology of a BRST complex , or more generally, the cohomology of a 
topological chiral algebra; 
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(vi) The skew multivector fields A(M) on a finite-dimensional paracompact differ- 
entiable manifold M with the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket; 
and give simple arguments as to why the given operators are second order differential 
operators. See also [4, 28, 44, 481. 
Remark 3.1. Although most properties apply to a general Lie algebra, we will restrict 
ourselves to finite dimensional semisimple g in this section. 
3.2.1. Classical Lie algebra cohomology and homology 
There is a unified “semi-infinite” construction of finite-dimensional Lie algebra 
cohomology and homology complexes [l, 21 which is summarized below. We 
think of both complexes (i) and (ii) above as modules over the associative super- 
algebra 
where %Yg is the universal enveloping algebra of g, and Vg is the Clifford algebra 
on g @ g’, the symmetric bilinear product being given by the pairing between a fixed 
homogeneous basis {r(ei)} of g and its (restricted, i.e. piecewise) dual {e(ej)} in 
g’. The superdegrees of the generators of types I and E are taken to be - 1 and +l 
respectively. Every (co)homology related operator is realized as an inner derivation of 
%‘g, which then acts on (i) or (ii). Note that Ag’ is spanned by wedge products of 
e(ei)‘s and Ag by wedge products of r(ei)‘s. There is an overall g action given by the 
operators O(x) E Der(Yg), namely 
e(x) = 7(x) + p(x) = 7(x) + C : z([x, ei])c(ei) :E Yg, 
_ 
i 
where x E g, n(x) E @g, p(x) E %?g, and the notation : : (“normal ordered product”) 
simply means 
- C a(ei)l([X, ei]) in case (i), 
p(x) = I ~~U&GlM4~ in case (ii). i 
We say the z’s are “annihilation operators” whereas the E’S are “creation operators” for 
the cohomology complex (and vice versa for the homology complex). It was shown 
in [l] that there exists a unique derivation D (= d or 8) of GYg of superdegree + 1, 
satisfying 
D t(x) = e(x) Vx E g. 
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Then D tums out to be an inner derivation, with formula 
O_ = C n(ei)c(e[) + C : z([ei, ej])e(ei)e(ei) : E ?Yg 
i iij 
I 
d = C 7r(ei)a(ei) + C E(e;)E(ei)r([f?i, ej]) in case (i), 
i i<j 
= 3 = C rc(ei)s(ei) + C r([ei, ej])E(eJ)&(e~) in case (ii). 
i i-cj 
The characterization of D above translates into the famous Cartan identity 
Lxx) + z(x)Q = e(x) 
(15) 
relating operators acting on (i) or (ii). This identity favors Z(X) over E(x’). We have 
the additional identities 
0’ = 0 
@,e(x)] = 0 vx E g. 
For both (i) and (ii) (taking a = C, the trivial representation, for the moment, so that 
n(ei) = 0), the operator p(x) is also a derivation of the associative algebra Ag’ or Ag 
- for all x E g, as 
(1) [p(x), ] is a derivation of Q?g, 
(2) p?x) sends creation operators to creation operators, 
(3) P(x)1 = 0. 
Of c&-se, from a simpler viewpoint, p is nothing but the extension of the (co)adjoint 
action of g to the exterior algebra by derivations. 
How do we get a BV algebra? In case (i), d is a derivation of Ag’ for similar 
reasons: 
(1) [d, ] is a derivation of gg, 
(2) d sends E’S to expressions of type C EE (see [l]), 
(3) dl = 0. 
Also & = 0, so d is a BV operator on Ag’ with trivial BV bracket { , }. 
In case (ii), 2 is not a derivation of Ag, for it fails to send creation operators to 
(products of) creation operators in ‘%‘g: 
84x) = p(x). 
However, 2 is a sum of genuine second-order differential operators on Ag: 
(16) 
(both p(ei) and s(e:) are derivations!), hence the square zero operator 2 becomes a 
nontrivial BV operator. 
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The generalization to a nontrivial module a is easy. Case (i): The second term of 4 
in (15) is already a derivation of ~g’, and the first satisfies 
C 7c(ei)c(ej)(ab) = C E(e:)n(ej)(ab) 
so that d is a derivation. 
Case (ii): Once again, 2 is not a derivation in general, but is a sum of second order 
differential operators: 
3.2.2. Multiplication and substitution operators in (i) and (ii) 
The odd operators i(x) and E(x’) which satisfy the Clifford algebra relations 
4xM.Y) + i(Y)@) = 09 
E(X’)E()I’) + E(y’)E(X’) = 0, 
E(X’)I(Y) + Z(Y)&(d) = x’(y). 1 
give rise to-often extremely trivial-BV algebra structures on the complex and/or its 
(co)homology. Both are square zero for starters. Let us look at r(x) first. 
In case (i), [I(X), ] is a derivation of %g; z(x)1 = 0; and [z(x),s(y’)] E C; hence 
z(x) is a derivation of Ag’ and a (fake) BV operator. 
In case (ii), all desired properties hold, including sending the creation operators (r’s) 
to oblivion, but now z(x)1 # 0. That is where we have to pass to the cohomology 
to get one of these trivial (zero) BV operators, provided that the homology H,(g, C) 
does have a supercommutative, associative algebra structure. Since g is semisimple, 
this condition is satisfied: 
H*(g, C) = (4Y)g, 
and also 
HI@?, C) = s/19, sl = 0, 
so that 
1(x)1 = 0 Vx E g in H,(g, C). 
Then 
r(x) G 0 on H,(g,C). 
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Remark 3.2. The anti-ghost operator bs in a BRST complex satisfies the Car-tan iden- 
tity like z(x), but it combines characteristics of 3 and l(x). 
Now, about E’S. Case (i): [a(~‘), ] is a derivation of Vg, [E(x’),E(~‘)] = 0, a(~‘)* = 
0, but .z(x’)l # 0. Again for finite-dimensional semisimple (even reductive) g, we have 
H*(g, C) = (40, 
an algebra, 
H’(g, C) = 0, 
and 
&(X’)l = 0. 
Then 
a(~‘) E 0 on H*(g, C). 
Case (ii): E(x’) is similarly shown to be a derivation on Ag, with 8(x’)* = 0. 
3.2.3. The Weil algebra 
The classical Wed algebra 
Wt = SC!’ ~3 A/’ (t’ = a finite-dimensional Lie algebra) 
is a well-known object in differential geometry, used for example as a model for 
connections and curvature, and to define equivariant forms [36]. A deep exposition 
of its algebraic properties can be found in [21]. The Weil algebra with one of the 
differentials, d, is also an example of a classical Lie algebra cohomology complex 
(type (i) in Section 3.2). We will only point out that we obtain trivial BV brackets on 
the (cohomology) BV algebras 
where the four differentials (resp. the Lie algebra cohomology differential, the Koszul 
differential, a homotopy operator, and the Weil differential) are all first order differential 
operators (see [2]). However, a “change of vacuum” results in the homology complex 
(case (ii) Section of 3.2) 
with a reversal of multiplication and substitution operators, and normal ordering changes 
accordingly (annihilation operators to the right of creation operators, as usual). The 2 
homology is 
I&(( W~)‘,C?) = (SQe @ (r\t)l for reductive e, 
where 2 is now a second order differential operator giving rise to a nontrivial BV 
bracket in general. 
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3.2.4. The cohomology of a topological chiral algebra 
The reader may want to come back to this section after reading the vertex operator 
version in Section 4.2.2. We will assume the definitions and properties of topological 
chiral algebras and BRST complexes in Section 4.2.2 for now, as well as 
Lemma 3.3 (Lian [31]). Let 
v = @ V[n] 
be a VO(S)A with nonnegative weights only. Then VIO] is a (super) commutative, 
associative algebra under the Wick product. 
On a BRST complex V with differential Q, we have the “semi-infinite Cartan iden- 
tity” 
Qbo + boQ = Lo, 
where bo, LO are not residues, but coefficients of zd2 of the vertex operators 
b(z) = c b,zPP2 (anti-ghost) 
and 
(17) 
L(z) = c L,zC”-2 (stress-energy tensor; Virasoro), 
written in a non-standard way when compared with (10). The operator bo plays the 
role of t(Lo) and is odd, square zero, and most importantly a second-order differen- 
tial operator on V, as was shown. The cohomology of this complex, namely X* = 
Ker(Q)/Zrn(Q), was first shown by Lian and Zuckerman to be a classical BV algebra 
with A = bo. We provide here a short proof. 
Proposition 3.4 (Lian and Zuckerman [32]). The cohomology Y?* of a BRST com- 
plex is a classical BV algebra under the induced Wick product and the operator 
bo. 
Proof. S* is a VOSA as Q is a residue and L(z) E Ker(Q). Thanks to (17), X’* is 
also confined to weight zero. But then X* is a VOSA with trivial LO grading, hence 
by Lemma 3.3 it is a supercommutative associative algebra with respect to the Wick 
product. The operator bo, a second-order differential operator on the VOSA according 
to Theorem 2.2, acts on YE’* as explained later in Proposition 4.7. 0 
Remark 3.5. The commutative subalgebra 2’ is what Witten calls the ground ring 
of the theory [49]. 
The cohomology of a topological chiral algebra is similarly a classical BV algebra 
provided that the operator GO (analogue of bo) is square zero, at least in the cohomo- 
logy. We will discuss conditions on G(z) in Section 4.2.2. 
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We will see that at least algebraically it is more natural to consider the whole BRST 
complex as a “vertex operator BV algebra”, and to obtain (~%*,be) as a classical 
subquotient of (F’,bs). Note that in Section 4.2.2 we denote a BRST complex by 
F’ @ A* and not by I’. In [32, 411 there are indications that “higher brackets” on the 
original complex would be interesting. 
3.2.5. The Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on skew multivector fields 
The Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [ , lSN [28, 38, 39, 42, 431 is a differential invariant 
(concomitant) of skew multivector fields which generalizes the Lie bracket of two 
vector fields. The bracket satisfies skew-symmetry as well as the Jacobi and Poisson 
identities (with respect o the properly shifted gradings) and makes 
A(M) = Sec(A7ii) = Ac-(&Sec(TM) 
into a Gerstenhaber algebra (A4 is an n-dimensional paracompact differentiable mani- 
fold). The definition is given by 
[7 ISN : AP(M) x @(M) -+ A PfV 1 (M) 
[X, A . . . A&, Yl A . . . A YqlsN 
and 
[f>UlSN = l(df)u for f E A’(M) = P(M), u E A(M). 
Koszul shows that (A(M), [ , ]sN) can moreover be made into a BV algebra: 
Proposition 3.6 (Koszul [28]). For every torsion free linear connection V in TM, 
there exists a unique dt@rential operator Dv which generates [ , lSN via @&,, such 
that 
Dv(X) = -divv(X) = -Tr(Y H [X, Y] - Vx(Y)). 
This map is the composition of two maps: One sending V to the induced connection in 
A”TM, and the other the canonical bijection of the afine space of linear connections 
in A”TM onto the set of d@erential operators which generate the Schouten-Nijenhuis 
bracket. In this bijection the images of connections of zero curvature in A”TM are 
square zero operators. 
We will omit the details of the prooc however, we will give a local expression for 
DV (on an open set U c M): 
DU = - 2 l(ai)Vz, 
i=l 
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where Xi , . . . ,X,, is a basis for the module A’(U) of vector fields on U, ~11,. . , LX,, 
is the dual basis of l-forms, and l(cli) are “substitution operators”, or “interior pro- 
ducts” (analogues of the substitution operators z(X) acting on differential forms, i.e. 
on Sec(AT*M)). We obtain a differential operator DV of degree - 1 and order 5 2 
by patching. There are two obvious examples where DV is square zero. One occurs 
when V is the Levi-Civita connection associated to a Riemannian metric on M. The 
second one is the case of an orientable manifold M with a nonvanishing section u of 
A”TM, which then determines a flat connection in A*TM whose image is a square zero 
operator generating the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. 
It would be of interest to know which bilinear differential concomitants (such as 
the brackets studied by Frolicher, Nijenhuis, Richardson, and Schouten, and the gen- 
eralized Poisson bracket mentioned at the end of Section 4.1) are BV brackets, even 
though the differential forms under consideration may have other than a supercom- 
mutative, associative algebra structure. We recommend [27] for background and 
references. 
4. Generalized BV algebras 
4.1. Definitions and properties 
The existence of higher-order differential operators and higher brackets on a VOSA 
V leads naturally to the concept of a vertex operator Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. Even 
more generally: 
Definition 4.1. A generalized Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (GBVA) is a superalgebra 
&? (possibly with identity, Id) with an odd, square zero, second-order differential 
operator A (which annihilates the identity, if any). The generalized BV bracket { , } 
is given by 
{a,b} = (-1)‘“1@:(a,b), (18) 
where 
&(a,b) = A(ab) - A(a)b - (-l)l’laA(b). 
We will later specialize to the case of 
Definition 4.2. A vertex operator Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra ( VOBVA) is a GBVA 
(&‘, ld,d) where d is a VOSA with the Wick product, ld is the vacuum 1, and A 
is an odd, square zero mode ui. 
Remark 4.3. A supercommutative associative algebra is a trivial example of a VOBVA, 
since it is already a VOSA, as explained in [33]. 
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Some of our examples will be differential BV algebras: 
Definition 4.4, A difSerentia1 Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (DBVA) (~2, ld, A, D, L) 
consists of 
(i) a superalgebra &’ with identity ld, 
(ii) an odd, square zero, second-order differential operator A (Al& = 0) making 
(A?‘, A) into a generalized BV algebra, 
(iii) an odd, square zero operator D (Dl B = 0) and a diagonalizable operator L on 
d such that 
[D,A]=DA+AD=L, (19) 
and such that the cohomology X =Ker(D)/Zm(D) of the complex (&‘,D) is also a 
GBVA, with the induced product and BV operator A. There are no restrictions on 
the eigenvalues of L, which we’ll call weights. In most examples D and A have zero 
weight as operators, but we will assume only that they are homogeneous (with opposite 
weights if L # 0). 
Remark 4.5. (i) One usually thinks of L as the Virasoro operator Lo, but sometimes 
we will just take L 3 0. 
(ii) After finishing the preliminary manuscript I became aware of Getzler’s pa- 
per [20] in which he defines a differential BV algebra in a similar fashion. In fact, 
I was persuaded by Jim Stasheff that this is a better name than “cohomology BV 
algebra”! 
Lemma 4.6. In a VOSA V, LO - (n + 1). id is a derivation of the product x, defined 
in Eq. (11). In particular, LO is a derivation with respect to the Wick product. 
Proof. If a(z) = C a,z-“-’ is an Lo-homogeneous element with Lo(a) = wt, . a, then 
it follows from the axioms of a VOSA that 
[Lo,a,]=(wt,-n-l).a, 
Then for homogeneous a, b, 
(LO - (n + 1). id)(a,(b)) = 
= 
Ul31). 
&(a#)) - (n + 1 h(b) 
(Loa,@) - (n + 1 Mb) 
(Go)(b) + [Lo, aA(b) - (n + 1 Mb) 
Gh(b)) + 6% - n - lb(b) - (n + 1 h,(b) 
(wtb + wt, - n - 1 - n - l)u,(b) 
(wta + wtb - 2n - 2)&b) 
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and 
((Lo - (n + 1). id)(a)),(b) + a,(&0 - (n + 1). id)(b)) 
= (wt, - n - l)a,(b) + (wtb - n - l)a,(b) 
= (W, + wtb - 2n - 2@,(b). 
Extend to V by bilinear&y. q 
Proposition 4.7. In a DBVA we have 
[L,D] = [L, A] = 0, 
and A descends to the cohomology 2, which has zero L-weight, 
Proof. [L,D] = [AD + DA, D] = AD2 + DAD - DAD - D2A = 0. 
Similarly [L, A] = 0. Then both D and A preserve eigenspaces of L, and anticommute 
on the kernel. Moreover, by virtue of (19) the cohomology can only be realized in 
weight zero: if a is a homogeneous element with L(a) = ;la and D(a) = 0, then 
D(A(a)) + A(D(a)) = L(a) + D(A(a)) = Aa. 
If A # 0, we have a E Zm(D) and a = 0 in X. 0 
Let us discuss the properties of the generalized BV bracket. Parts of the following 
computations have appeared in other forms in [19, 28, 32, 411. We define a new “Lie” 
bracket on d which is bilinear and skew-symmetric: Let 
[a,!?] = ub - (-1)1@lb, 
for homogeneous a, b. Let @> denote the usual r-form and 6: the one defined with 
respect to the bracket above. This bilinear product was also mentioned in [32]. Note 
that if & is supercommutative and associative then [ , ] is trivial, and so are all 62. 
Finally, recall that z?= @_&~+‘. 
Proposition 4.8. Let (d, A) be a generalized B V algebra. The generalized B V bracket 
satisjies 
(i) Modijied skew-symmetry in ($: { , }): 
{a,b} + (-l)(‘n’+l)(‘b’+l){b,u} = (-l)~‘%;(a,b). 
(ii) Leibniz rule (as opposed to the cyclically symmetric version of the Jacobi 
identity) in (& { , }): 
{x, {a,b}} = {{x,a},b} + (-l)(‘x’+l)(‘a’+l){u, {n,b}}. 
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(iii) Poisson rule (superderivation property of {a,} on d): 
{a,bc} - {a,b}c - (-1) (lal+l)lblb{a,c} = (-l)‘“‘&(a,b,c) = 0. 
(iv) Derivation rule for A on (&: { , }): 
A({a,b}) - {A(a),b} - (-l)l”‘+‘{a,A(b)} = 0. 
Proposition 4.9. If (d, ld, A, D, L) is a diSj^erential BV algebra where both D and L 
are derivations of SQ, then just like A, the operator D is a derivation of (~4: { , }). 
Namely, 
D({a,b}) = {D<a),b} + (-l)‘“l+‘{a,D(b)}. 
Remark 4.10. This result was proven in [32] in the special case of a BRST complex 
with A = bo (b(z) = C b,zmnm2) and D = Q = BRST operator. 
Remark 4.11. A variant of property (i) in Proposition 4.8 was written in [32] in the 
form 
{u,u} +(-1)(‘u’-l)(‘“‘-1){,,U} 
= (-l)‘“‘-‘(Qm’(u,u) - m’(Qu,v) - (-l)‘“‘m’(u,Qu)), (20) 
(Eq. (2.22)) where m’ is a bilinear operation. Since Q is a derivation of the Wick pro- 
duct, we are justified in calling (20) “skew-symmetry up to homotopy”. But identity (i) 
is valid in any GBVA, and we need not have the additional DBVA structure. Although 
A is a derivation of the bracket it defines, we will not go so far as to say GBVA’s 
are homotopy BV algebras (HBVA), because A is not a derivation of the original 
product on ~2; but a DBVA is a step towards an HBVA. One could make up several 
definitions for an HBVA depending on which identities (including supercommutativity, 
associativity, and A2 = 0) hold on the nose and which up to homotopy and higher 
homotopies. As was noted in [32], algebraic identities holding only up to homotopy 
are discussed in Stasheff’s work [46, 451. Also see [18, 19, 29, 321. 
Lie algebras and generalized BV algebras (with the generalized BV bracket and 
shifted grading) are two large classes of examples of what Loday calls Leibniz algebras: 
Definition 4.12 (Loday [30]). A Leibniz algebra d = @j&j is a vector space with 
super Z-grading and a bilinear superbracket 
satisfying 
[~,[Y,Zll = b,Yl,Zl +wP’y’[Y,[~,41 
for all homogeneous x, y. 
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Then a Leibniz algebra module M is just a Lie algebra module over the Lie algebra 
&: which is the quotient of & by the two-sided ideal generated by all [x,x], x E ZYZ. 
The classical (Chevalley-Eilenberg) homology complex can now be replaced by the 
complex 
where Td is the tensor algebra on JZZ and 13 is an operator which has almost the same 
formula as the classical one. Showing 8 is square zero requires nothing more than the 
Leibniz property of the bracket in d. This variant of Lie algebra (co)homology is 
explained in [30]. 
For an interesting Leibniz algebra which is not a Lie algebra, see [37]. Michor defines 
an odd generalization { , }’ of the Poisson bracket to Q*(M) from Q’(M) = C-(M), 
where M is a symplectic manifold. The new bracket satisfies the Leibniz identity, 
but not skew-symmetry (Lemma 4.3). One has to take the quotient of Q*(M) by the 
subspace B*(M) of exact forms in order to restore skew-symmetry. 
Here are the proofs of the two main propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 4.8. 
(i) {a,b} + (-l)(lal+l)(Jbl+l){b,.} 
= (-1)1”1@;(a,b) + (-l)lailbl+lul+l~ll(b,a) 
= (-l)‘“l(d(ab) - d(a)b - (-l)~%zA(b)) 
+(-l)l,llbl+l=l+l(,(b,) - d(b)a - (-l)lb’bA(a)) 
= (-l)hl(ub - (-l)~““%u) - (-l)qLl(u)b - (-l)‘bl(‘“l+*‘bA(u)) 
-(-l)t”l(-l)l”‘(uA(b) - (-l)l”‘(‘b’+t’A(b)u) 
= (-l)‘“‘(d([u,b]) - [d(u),b] - (-l)‘“l[u,d(b)]) 
= (-l)~%&z,~). 
(iii) (-l)l”l({u,bc} - {u,b}c - (-l)lbl(lal+l)b{u,c}) 
= &(a&) - @;(u,b)c - (-l)lbl(lal+l)b~24(u,c) 
= @;(u,b,c) = 0. 
(iv) (-l)l”l(A({u,b}) - {d(u),b} - (-l)l”t+l{u,d(b)}) 
= A(Q$(u,b)) + @&l(u),b) + (-l)‘“~@~(u,d(b)) 
= d(d(ub) - d(u)b - (-l)NzA(b)) + d(d(u)b) 
-d(d(a))b - (-l)‘“‘f’.4(u)A(b) 
+(-l)~=~A(ud(b)) - (-l)‘“lA(u)Ll(b) - u&d(b)) 
= 0. 
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(ii) We will make use of 
(A) {x,ab} - {x,a}b - (-l)(‘x’+l)‘Q’a{n,b} = 0. 
@I {x, Ll(a)b} - {x, Ll(a)}b - (- l)(‘x’+l)(‘a’+l)d(a){x, b} = 0. 
cc> {x,uLl(b)} - {x,u}d(b) - (-l)(‘x’+l)‘a’u{x,d(b)} = 0. 
CD) Ll((x,u}) - {d(x),u} - (-l)‘“‘+‘(x,Ll(u)} = 0. 
(E) Ll({x,b}) - {d(x),b} - (-l)‘“‘+‘{x,d(b)} = 0. 
09 d({n,ub}) = {d(x),ub} + (-l)‘*‘+l{x, d(d)} 
= {d(x),u}b + (-1) ‘~“x’u{d(x),b} + (-1)‘“‘+‘{X,d(ub)}. 
Now, 
{{x, a}, b} + (- 1 p’+l)(‘=‘+l){u, {x, b}} 
= (-1)‘~‘+‘~‘+‘~~({x,u},~) + (-1)‘“““[+‘“1+‘Qi2l(u,{X,b}) 
= (-l)~“‘+‘“‘+‘(Ll({x,u}b) - d({x,u})b - (-l)‘“‘+‘x’+l{x,u}d(b)) 
+(-1)‘“““‘+‘“‘+‘(Ll(u{x,b}) - d(u){x,b} - (-1)‘+4({x,b})) 
= (-l)‘~‘+‘x’+51({x,u}b) + (-1) ‘~‘+‘x’d({x,u})b - {x,u}d(b) + (-l)lal’x’+‘*‘+l 
x 4&b)) + (-1) 141~l+14/qu){x,~} + (_,)141~l+l”l+l”lu~({x,~}) 
= (-l)‘a’+‘X’+1,4({x,ub} + (-l)~a~~x~+~a~+lu{x,b}) by (A) 
+ (-l)‘“‘+~“‘({d(x),u} + (-l)‘“‘+‘{~,d(u)})b by (D) 
- {x,a)4b) + C-1) lal’xl+ixl+‘d(u{x,b}) + (-l)‘“““~+‘“‘d(u){x,b} 
+ (-l)‘“‘~“~+~“‘+‘“‘u({d(x),b} + (-l)‘“‘+‘{x,~I(b)}) by (E) 
= (-l)‘~‘+‘x~+Lq{x,ub}) + (-l)‘“‘+‘“‘{Ll(x),u}b + (-l)‘“‘+‘{X,d(u)}b 
- {x,a)4b) + C-1) 141~l+l~l~(u){x,~} + (_l)lQllw4+14u{&),~} 
+ (_l)lw+l4+’ 44 4b)I 
= (-l)‘a’+‘X’+‘d({x,ub}) + (-l)‘“‘+‘“‘{d(x),u}b 
+ (C-1) ‘““‘{X,Ll(U)}b + (- ) 1 ‘~“x’+‘x’LI(u){n, b}) 
+ (-{X,U}Ll(b) + (-l)‘+‘+‘~‘+Gz{x, d(b)}) + (-l)‘~“x’+‘~‘+‘x’u{Ll(X),b} 
= (-l)‘~‘+‘x’+lLl({x,ub}) + (-l)‘“‘+‘“‘{Ll(n),u}b + (-l)‘a”x’+‘a’+‘x’u{d(x),b} 
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+ (-l)‘“‘+‘{~,d(a)b} by (B) 
- {x,4b)l by CC) 
= (-l)‘“‘+‘“‘(-Ll({x,ab}) + {d(x),a}b + (-l)‘““x’u{&x),b}) 
+ (-1)‘“‘+‘{X,d(a)b} - {x,ud(b)} 
= (-l)‘“‘{x,d(ub)} by (F) 
+ (-l)‘“‘+‘{x,Ll(u)b} - {x,ud(b)} 
= (-l)‘“‘{X,d(Ub) - Ll(u)b - (-l)‘=‘ud(b)} 
= {X,(-l)‘@‘@;(u,b)} 
= {x,{~,~~)* ‘I 
Proof of Proposition 4.9. 
W{Q, b)) - {D(a), b) - (- u’=‘+l {Q(b)) 
= (-l)‘+I(Ll(ab) - Ll(u)b - (-l)‘%Ll(b)) 
+ (-1)‘=‘(‘4(D(u)b) - (LlD)(u)b + (-l)‘QI(u)Ll(b)) 
+ @D(b)) - d(a)D(b) - (-l)‘%(LID)(b) 
= (-l)‘“‘(Dd)(ub) - (-l)‘“‘(Dd)(u)b + d(u)D(b) 
-D(u)Ll(b) - (-l)‘“‘u(DLl)(b) + (-l)‘%l(D(u)b) 
-(-l)‘“‘(dD)(u)b + D(u)d(b) + Ll(uD(b)) 
-Ll(u)D(b) - (-l)‘Q’u(LlD)(b) 
(3rd, 4th, 8th, 10th terms cancel out. Expand 1st term, join 2nd and 7th, also 5th and 
llth, and 6th and 9th.) 
= -(-l)‘“‘d(D(ub)) + (-l)‘=‘L(ub) - (-l)‘“‘(DLI + dD)(u)b 
- (-l)‘%(Dd + LID)(b) -t (-l)‘“‘d(D(u)b + (-l)‘%D(b)) 
(Join 1st and 5th, also 2nd, 3rd, and 4th terms.) 
= -(-l)‘“‘d(D(ub) - D(u)b - (-l)‘GD(b)) + (-l)‘“‘(L(ub) - L(a)b - uL(b)) 
= -(-l)‘%(@;(u,b)) + (-l)‘“‘(&a,b)) = 0. •1 
Although the level of generalization in this section seems adequate for most exam- 
ples, it is instructive to study the bracket {u,b} on a superalgebra d with a plain odd 
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operator A, not necessarily square zero, or of order two. We find that Proposition 4.8 
is replaced by 
Proposition 4.13. For a superalgebra d and an odd operator A, the bracket { , } 
defined by (18) satisfies the following identities: 
(i) ModiJied skew-symmetry: 
{a,b} +(-l)(lal”)(lbl’l){b,a} = (-l)l’~&(a,b). 
(ii) Modified Leibniz rule: 
{{x,a},b}+(-l)(~x~+l)(~a~+l){a,{x,b}}-{x,{a,b}} 
= (-l)l”l(A(@i(x,a,b)) - @$(x,a,b)+ @(A(x),a,b) 
+(-l)l”l@i(x, A(a),b) + (-l)lxl+lal@~(x,a, A(b))). 
(iii) Modified Poisson rule: 
{a,bc} - {a,b}c - (-l)(lal+l@‘lb{a,c} = (-1)1”1@i(a,b,c). 
(iv) Modified derivation rule for A: 
A({a,b}) - {A(a),b} - (-l)l”l+‘{a,A(b)} = (-1)1”1@$(a,b). 
It is clear that we obtain a classical BV algebra when d is supercommutative, A is 
of order two, and A2 is zero (or of order one). The associativity condition on classical 
BV algebras turns out to be superfluous. The proof of Proposition 4.13 can be obtained 
from that of Proposition 4.8 mostly by retaining terms (such as those containing A2 and 
@,) which were formerly discarded. Part (ii) has a strong resemblance to Lemma 1.5 
in [28], and (iv) is exactly his Eq. (1.8). 
If we now add an odd, square zero, first-order differential operator D and a diagonali- 
zable, first-order differential operator L to this picture, such that DA+AD = L as before, 
Proposition 4.9 remains unchanged. The result is already in terms of A(@,(a, b)) and 
@(a, b), allowing more general operators. The fact that D2 = 0 is not used at all. The 
need for unadorned algebras and operators will become clear in Section 4.2.2, where 
we introduce topological chiral algebras. 
4.2. Examples of vertex operator BV algebras 
4.2.1. The vertex operator weil algebra 
The semi-infinite Weil complex Wooj2 g associated to a tame Lie algebra g (i.e. 
9 = @, Sn, [grn, 9nl c &n+m dimg, < cc) was first considered by Feigin and Frenkel 
in [lo]. They in particular computed the semi-infinite cohomology for g = Witt. Next, 
the vertex operator Weil algebra ( VO WA) 
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on a loop algebra 
I = e @C C[t,t_‘1 
with bracket 
[x @ tm, y 63 t”] = [x, y] 8 tm+n 
(where e is a finite dimensional complex Lie algebra) was studied by the author in [2, 
31. We refer the reader to [3] for details. 
The VOWA is graded by the eigenvalues 0, 1, 2, . . . of Lo, and W-/2?[O] is exactly 
the classical Weil algebra 
we = se’ @ A8 
considered in Section 3.2.3. Most semi-infinite operators restrict to the classical sub- 
space. In [3] it was noted that Wmi2e” is a topological chiral algebra (see Section 4.2.2) 
because of an identity 
hk + kh = --Lo 
involving the semi-infinite Koszul differential, a new semi-infinite homotopy operator, 
and the Virasoro operator LO. If we do not mind taking L = 0 in (19), we have several 
VOBVA and DBVA structures on d = W 0°12e” (Q is the semi-infinite cohomology 
operator): 
(i) (~,d,D,L)=(W0012e”,k,h,-Lo), (JF,d)=(C,O); 
(ii) (~,d,D,L)=(W00’2e”,Q,h,0), (X,d)=(C,O); 
(iii) (&‘,d,D,L) = (Wm/2Z,h,Q,0), (S’,d) = (H(Wm/22,Q),h); 
(iv) (&‘, d,D,L) = ( W”/2j,k, Q, 0), (X, A) = (H( Wo3”e”, Q),k). 
Now, the space 2 = H( W m/22 Q) is not a supercommutative, associative algebra, 
but it contains the classical space ‘X[O] = H( We, d), which is. As was shown in [2], 
2 is infinitely richer than H( W8, d). The operators h and k induce nontrivial first- and 
second-order differential operators on X, and case (iv) even has a (possibly) nontrivial 
BV bracket on the cohomology. For reductive e, two more vertex operators and their 
weight zero modes r, t can be exploited [2, 31. These additional operators also satisfy 
rt + tr = -LO. 
We can now add the following to our list of differential BV algebras: 
(v) (&, d,D,L) = ( Wm/2e”, t r, --Lo), (X, A) = (H( Wcf,r), t); 
(vi) (d,ADJ) = (Wmi2z,Q,r,0), (%,4 = WW~,r>,Q); 
(vii) (&,d,D,L) = (Wm’2z,r,Q,0), (%,A) = (H(Wm’2~,Q),r); 
(viii) (JzJ, d,D,L) = ( Wo3’2e”, t, Q,O), (X, A) = (H( Wo3122, Q), t); 
(once again, (v) and (viii) have a potentially nonzero BV bracket as t is a genuine 
second order operator) and also 
(ix) (~,d,D,L)=(W00/2e”,r,h,0), (S,d)=(C,O); 
(x) (d,d,D,L)=(W”0/2e”,t,h,O), (~,Ll)=(C,O); 
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(xi) (d,d,D,L)=(W00’2e”,h,r,0), (X,d)=(H(w8,r),h); 
(xii) (-01,d,D,L)=(Wooi2t,k,r,0), (X,d)=(H(w8,r),k). 
While h has a classical analogue, k, r, and t do not, and as noted above, k and t 
may give rise to nonzero BV brackets in the cohomology. So far we have been using a 
restricted version of Definition 4.1 where the operator D is a derivation, which is very 
common. Relaxing this condition (say, allowing D to be a second-order differential 
operator), we would get several additional examples. One of the DBVA’s we can 
obtain from Woo/*? in this fashion is 
(xiii) (&‘,d,D,L)=(Wm/*e”,Q,k,O), (Yf,A)=(We,d), 
so that the classical Weil algebra of Section 3.2.3 is the cohomology of a BV algebra 
(with trivial BV bracket). 
4.2.2. Topological chiral algebras and the BRST complex 
We take the following definition from [32]. A topological chiral algebra (TCA) 
consists of 
(i) a VOSA, 
(ii) a weight one even field F(z) = ~F,z-“-’ whose residue (charge) FO is the 
“fermion number operator”, or “ghost number operator”, 
(iii) a weight one primary (Virasoro-singular) field J(z) = CJ,Z-“-~ with fermion 
number one and a square zero charge Q = JO, 
(iv) a weight two primary field G(z) = C G,,z-“-* with fermion number - 1, 
satisfying 
[Q, G(z)1 = WI, (21) 
where L(z) = C L,z-“-* is the “stress-energy (Virasoro) field”. By (21) the Virasoro 
algebra acts trivially on the cohomology, hence the name “topological”. 
The above definition is tailored for the BRST complex 
V@A*, (22) 
where V is any VOA with central charge 26 and A* is the “ghost system”, i.e. a 
simple bc-system generated by two fields 
b(z) = c b,z-“-*, c(z) = c c,z-“+l 
with stress-energy field 
LA(z) = - : c(z) : -2 : b(z)-$c(z) : . 
From the viewpoint of semi-infinite cohomology, (22) is a cohomology complex where 
A* = Am/*+*( Witt)‘, (23) 
the Witt algebra being the quotient of Vir by its center. The central element of Vir acts 
by -26 on (23), so in order to have a closed action of Witt and a square zero differential 
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we have to tensor with a VOA of central charge 26 (“cancellation of anomalies”). The 
choice of vacuum is given by 
b,l = c,l = 0 for n 2 -1,m 2 2, 
because (23) is a VOSA only in this vacuum. The Virasoro (Witt) action is given by 
p(z) = LA(z) on A* 
and 
O(Z) = L(Z) = Lv(z) + LA(z) on V @ A*. 
We also have 
z(L,) = b, = G,,, E(L;) = c-,, d = Q = Jo, 
J(z) =: c(z)(F(z) + ;Lyz)) :, 
so that (21) is just the Cartan identity in disguise. The same equation tells us that the 
vertex operator L(z) is Q-exact (not true, for example, for the VOWA). Finally, 
F(z) =: c(z)b(z) : . 
The vertex operator Weil algebra is also a TCA and a DBVA with 
[k&)1 = -L(z) 
and 
F(z) = c : c”‘(z)bu(z) : 
(see [3]). If 8 is semisimple, it is also true that 
[r,t(z)] = -L(z). 
Topological chiral algebras where Gi = 0 are both VOBVA’s and DBVA’s, with 
A = Q, D = Go, L = Lo (24) 
or 
A = Go, D= Q, L = Lo. 
In the case of a BRST complex, (24) yields zero cohomology for D = bo (because 
boco + cob0 = 1 ), and in any case the BV bracket on the complex is trivial. The second 
choice is the DBVA which was implicit in [32]. 
There seems to be a demand for TCA’s without the condition Gi = 0 as well, as 
was explained to the author by Jose M. Figueroa-O’Farrill after the first preprint of 
this article appeared (see [ll, 12, 20, 24, 251). It is once again desirable to have a 
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classical BV algebra as the Q-cohomology. Even without the “primary” condition on 
G(z) (see (21)), one can show that Proposition 4.7 still holds for a TCA: We have 
[Lo, Ql = [Lo, Go1 = 0 
because Q and GO are weight zero modes, and all the arguments in the proof are valid. 
Then the cohomology Z, being a VOSA of weight zero, is a supercommutative, asso- 
ciative algebra with a second-order, odd differential operator GO. The only remaining 
issue is to impose minimal conditions on G(z) so that Gi = 0 in Y?. In [25, 201 we 
find Kazama algebras in which Go satisfies an identity 
G; = [Q,Pl, 
where P is an odd, third order operator, making Gi = 0 in &‘. We observe that the 
above condition will be satisfied if G(z) is primary: 
Proposition 4.14. Let V be a topological chiral algebra with a primary field G(z). 
Then A? = H*( V, Q) is a classical BV algebra. 
Proof. Since G(z) is a primary field of weight two, we have the identity 
L, GA= (m - n&n+, (25) 
(see [14]), in particular 
[L-z, G-21 = 0. 
Then the field : G(z)G(z) :, or the associated element (G_z)~~, is a cocycle: 
Q (G__2)21 = [Q, G_2]G_21- G_2[Q, G_2]l = L-2G-21 - G-2L-21 = 0. 
Also, since Q commutes with all L,, we have 
Q L3(G_2)21 = 0. 
But then by the identity 
QGo + GoQ = Lo, 
both (G_z)~~ and L~(G_z)~~ (of weights 4 and 1 respectively) are coboundaries. Recall 
that since Q is a residue, every coboundary vertex operator Q R(z) is a Q-commutator, 
namely 
Q R(z) = [Q,R(z)l = ~[Q,&~Iz--~. 
The proof will be complete when we show that Gi is a linear combination of the weight 
zero modes of the fields corresponding to (G__z)~~ and L~(G_z)~~. By identity (1) we 
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find that the weight zero mode of : G(z)G(z) : is 
(G-~G)o = (G(-l))(3) = C(-l)‘(-l)‘(G(-i-i~G~3+i) - G(2-i)G(i)) 
i>O 
= -G(l)G(l) - G,,,G,o, - G(o)G(z) = -Go' - [G, G-11, 
where we translate between the two conventions in subscripts by 
R(z) = c R,z-“-““(~) = c R(,)z-“-‘. 
Next, we observe that 
L3(G-2)*1 = [L3,G_2]G_-21 + G_$L3,G_-2]1 = 5GiG_21+ 5G_*Gtl = 5G,G_21, 
by (25) and the fact that coefficients of z” for n < 0 annihilate the vacuum. We 
calculate the zero mode of iL3(G-~)~l as follows: 
(GiG)o = (G(~jG)(oj = 2(-2G& + [G(2),G(o)l) = 2(-2G,2 + [G, G-111, 
and Gi is indeed a linear combination of (G_zG)s and (GiG)s. 0 
This result and several similar ones are reported to be known to J.M. Figueroa- 
O’Farrill and T. Kimura. Their proof seems to involve an identity similar to (2), and 
a modified version would read as follows: 
2G,2 = [Go, Go1 = [G(l), G(l)1 = (G-IWO + (GoWo 
by (2) where once again 
Q G_,G = Q GoG = 0 
is a consequence of (25). 
5. BV master equation 
5.1. Quantum BV master equation for classical BV algebras 
In [6, 71 it is proposed that we look for an action (a bosonic function of fields and 
antifields) 
w=S+~VMp (26) 
p=l 
satisfying the quantum master equation 
{ W, W} = 2itLd( W), (27) 
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or equivalently, 
{M,S} = iA( (28) 
l P-l 
{Mp,S} = i4Mp--l) - 5 C{Mq,Mp-q} for P L 2, 
q=l 
so that 
A(exp( $ W)) = 0. (29) 
Note that the classical part of W, shown by S, satisfies the classical master equation 
{S,S} = 0. (30) 
Infinite sums will be assumed to have a purely formal meaning, or else to be finite 
when interpreted in some context. Our task will be to understand why condition (29) 
follows from (27) (a result often cited in literature without proof) when zz2 is a su- 
percommutative, associative algebra. 
Assume 
{w, W} = AA(W) (31) 
for some even element W of a classical BV algebra and some complex constant i. 
Note that for even V, W we have 
{V, W} = @S(V, W). 
Lemma 5.1. For k 2 0, 
{W, Wk} = kAA( W)WY (32) 
Proof. Induction on k. For k = 1, we have {W, W} = lA( W). Assume (32) holds for 
1, 2, . . . , k . 
{W, Wkfl} = {W, w. Wk} = {W, W}Wk + W{W, Wk} 
= ;IA(W)WR + W(kJA(W)Wk-‘) by (31) and (32) 
= (k+ l)LA(W)W! 0 
Lemma 5.2. For k 2 0, 
A(Wk) = v ilA(W)Wk-2 + kA(W)Wk-‘. (33) 
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Proof. Induction on k. The statement holds for k = 0, 1. Assume (33) holds for 1, 2, 
. ..) k. 
A(@+‘) = d(W Wk) = @“,(W, Wk) + d(W)Wk + WLl(Wk) 
= {w, Wk} + A( W)Wk + WLl( Wk) 
= khl(W)Wk-‘+d(W)Wk+W 
( 
k(k- 1) 
2 k4( W)Wk-2+kd( W)Wk-’ 
> 
(by Lemma 5.1 and induction step) 
> 
ILI(W)F +(k+ l)d(W)@ 
k(k + 1) 
= --ld(W)Wk-’ + (k + l)d(W)Wk. 
2 
q 
Proposition 5.3. d(exp( t IV)) = ($ + l)d( i W) exp( t W). 
Proof. We will replace $ W by V, and condition (3 1) by 
{v, VI = P&V), 
where p = injh, and prove the simpler identity 
d(exp( V)) = (F + 1) d(V) exp(V). 
Thus 
4exp(V) 
As a result, we have 
Corollary 5.4. Zf (3 1) holds for even W with A = 2ih, then 
d(exp( i W)) = 0. 
Remark 5.5. A recent formulation of Eq. (29) in terms of the forms @2 was given 
by Alfaro and Damgaard [5]. This is an identity I completely missed in my preprints, 
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and I am grateful to P.H. Damgaard for explaining the equivalence to me. One can 
show, from the remarks at the end of Section 2.1 and by induction, that 
A(Wk) = k (:> Wk_j%(W,..., W) 
j=l 
for every k 2 1, with the assumptions that W is an even element in a supercommutative, 
associative algebra, and A is any odd operator. Then it is a matter of simple algebra 
to show 
A(exP(iW)) =-p(iW)g& (i)*m:(w,...,w), 
under the same assumptions. This last identity allows us to replace (29) by 
@S(W,..., W) = 0, (34) 
which would work very well even for more general types of algebras! Note that if A 
is of order two, then only the first two terms survive, and we obtain the quantum BV 
master equation (27). 
5.2. Quantum BV master equation for vertex operator BV algebras 
A question raised in [32] is the meaning of the Eq. (27) and (30) in a conformal 
field theory, and their relations to deformations of the theory. It is stated that 
Proposition 5.6 (Proposition 3.3 in [32]). The first order pole of the operator pro- 
duct expansion (UP,??) (b_lS)(z)(bLIS)(w), h w ere S is an even, weight zero, BRST- 
invariant element, vanishes if and only if the bracket {S,S} dejined via the BV 
operator 
A = bO, where b(z) = c b,,z-“-* 
vanishes. 
Such an element will correspond to a “first order deformation” (perturbation) of the 
BRST complex, and if all poles vanish, one obtains deformations of all orders. The 
authors then determine all solutions of {S,S} = 0 in the BRST cohomology of the 
“c= 1 model”. 
Let us give a proof of Proposition 5.6. 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. The nth order pole of the OPE U(Z)V(Z) is given by u,_iv 
(see [34]). Replace b,, by u,+i to achieve standard notation. We want to prove that if 
S is even, with 
LOS = QS = 0, (35) 
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then 
(uf)s)@os = 0 * (UlgQ-JS = 0. 
Equivalently, we want 
{S,U@s} = 0 H {S,S} = 0. 
One direction is quite generally true: 
(uos)os = 0 * Uo(U0S)0S = 0 + -(U@s)0U@s + [uo,(ul)s)0]s = 0. 
But 
[uo, (uoS)ol = [uo, [uo, so11 =[[uo, uol, Sol - [uo, [uo, Sol1 
(where ua is odd, square zero) + [ug,[ua,S~]] = 0 + (uaS)au~S = 0. 
Conversely, assume that 
(uo~)ouo~ = 0, 
or, as we showed above, 
Uo(Uos)os = 0. 
This last equation translates to 
b_,{S,S} = 0 + Qb_r{S,S} = 0 =+ -b_rQ{s,s} +L_,{S,S} = 0. 
But recall that we are working with a CBVA and Q is a derivation. By virtue of (35) 
and Proposition 4.9, we have 
Qt&s> = 0, 
leading to 
L_,{S,S} = 0. (36) 
By a fundamental axiom of VOSA’s, condition (36) means that the vertex operator 
{&S}(z) is a constant, and 
H&S)-l,tG)l = 0 
for any u(z), as 
{S,S}~v=O~u=O Vi>0 - 
(see (2)). This in turn implies that 
lIa{S,S} = [vg, {S,S}_,]l = 0 vu. 
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In particular for vg = Fo, the ghost number (superdegree) operator, we have 
Fo{S,S} = -{S,S} = 0. q 
Remark 5.7. Note that we did not need the condition LOS = 0. 
Since the proof is valid in any TCA, we may choose one with overall nonnegative 
grading, so that all poles except the first two vanish when S is of weight zero. The 
VOWA provides examples of such TCA’s. The two basic identities are 
[h,k(z)] = -L(z) and [r,t(z)] = -L(z), 
the latter being defined for semisimple e only. 
We also make the following observation by comparing weights on both sides of the 
master equation: 
Proposition 5.8. In a VOBVA, any even solution W of the quantum master equation 
(31) with I # 0 and A(W) # 0 which is Lo-homogeneous has to be of weight zero. 
In fact, if W is any solution with a homogeneous component W’ of nonzero highest 
(or lowest) weight, then W’ satis$es the classical master equation {W’, W’} = 0. 
5.3. Quantum BV master equation for generalized BV algebras 
A classical problem: If (Y*, 6) is a Z-graded super Lie algebra with an odd deriva- 
tion 6 of the Lie bracket (say of degree 1 and square zero), for which odd elements 
a of 2 will the addition of the inner derivation ad(a) result in an odd, square zero 
derivation s”? We first note that 6 + ad(a) is still a derivation of the Lie bracket. Next, 
we observe 
td2 = 0 H 
H 
6’ + [6, ad(a)] + ad(a)2 = 0 
ad(b(a)) + iad([a,a]) = 0 
6(a) + t[a,a] = 0. 
> 
(37) 
This last condition holds when, for example, 
6(a) + i[a,a] = 0. (38) 
If [ , ] is an odd Lie bracket, as in a classical BV algebra, we seek an even element a 
instead. We may call (38) a deformation equation (see [17, 16, 401). In a (classical) 
differential BV algebra (G?, 1 d, A, D, L) where D and L are derivations of the associative 
product in .&‘, we have two deformation equations, namely 
D(a)+ f{a,a} =O (39) 
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and 
A(a) + &z} = 0, (40) 
where the second one also deserves the name “quantum BV master equation”. Note that 
although A is in general a second-order differential operator on &, it is a derivation of 
(2, { , }). Then solving the quantum BV master equation means finding deformations 
of the BV operator A by inner derivations (see [47]). Addition of an inner derivation, 
of course, does not change the BV bracket. 
In the case of a generalized BV algebra d with bracket { , }, ($: { , }) is only 
a Leibniz algebra. But all we need in (37) is the Leibniz property and the fact that 
A is a derivation of the bracket, so that the even solutions of Eq. (40) still give us 
deformations of A. In other words, A + {a, } is again an odd, square zero, second- 
order differential operator on d which induces the bracket { , } associated with A. 
If (40) holds in a DBVA, the commutator of A + {a, } with D is still L, provided 
that a is in the kernel of D. 
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